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General Information

KEY ELEMENTS FIGURES

Number of contributions collected 10

Geographic area from where they come                    Konavle region

- Cavtat, administrative center of Konavle 7

- Other villages 3



Demographic information

KEY ELEMENTS INDICATORS

Typology of contributor

Young People (up to 18)                                              -

Adults (18-65) 6

Seniors (65+) -



Profile of the contributors

ELEMENT INDICATORS

Members of associations/NGOs -

Staff of local authorities or other public body -

Teachers -

Citizens 6



Categories
ELEMENT INDICATOR
Prevalent Categories                                                      TANGIBLE

Tangible

- Art
- Buildings and Monuments
- Traditional Handcrafts

6

3
2
1

Intangible

- Stories and Beliefs
- Food
- Nature and Scenery
- Celebrations

4

1
1
1
1



VLAHO BUKOVAC 
HOUSE & GALLERY

“It is very important to act on 
establishing Cavtat as the birthplace of 
Vlaho Bukovac, most famous Croatian 
painter, as well as to work on better 
presentation of his work legacy to locals 
and many foreign visitors.”

“… because his artworks greatly 
contributed to the world and national 
cultural heritage.”



THE RAILWAY
“The railway lane along the route from Sarajevo 
to Zelenika in the Bay of Kotor passed through 
Konavle in length of 33 kilometres and it 
represents a remarkable monument of industrial 
architecture. It was built during the Austro-
Hungarian Monarchy and was in function from 
1901 till 1968. It was the economic and 
commercial impetus of the region. On this railway 
line there were four tunnels, seven railway 
stations, one bridge and a number of warehouses 
and water pumps. In addition to the tunnels 
broken through carst rocks which entrances and 
exits were done in regularly shaped and carved 
pieces of stone, there is a rare example of 
architecture representing the turning tunnel near 
the station in Mihanići where the train went down 
to the sea. The railway line or locally 
called štrika among the local population is a 
symbol of professional and thorough construction 
of the previous state.”



MITHRAEUM

“Mithraeum in the village of Močići is a religious 
monument that belongs to the cult of the God 
Mithras. It is an old Indo-European Deity and 
originally Mithras comes from Persia. Mithraic 
sanctuary in Močići is called spaeleum as it is 
located in a natural setting of a cave. It dates 
from the 3rd century A.D. The scene expressed in 
relief called Tauroctony, shows God Mithras 
dressed in oriental manner who kills the Taurus 
stabbing a knife to its chin which symbolises the 
struggle of light and darkness, the good and 
evil.”



ZELENA MENESTRA

“Zelena menestra is an authentic dish 
from Konavle, dating from 1580 and 
soon to be on the UNESCO list of 
protected intangible heritage. The dish 
consists of different varieties of dry 
meat, homemade sausage, 3 types of 
cabbage, potatoes and pork fat.

It is usually prepared during Christmas 
holidays.”



PRESERVE THE 
NATURAL LANDSCAPE

“… It is necessary to prevent the 
devastation and preserve the beautiful 
nature and landscape of Konavle 
region.”



REMARKS

- Some questions are confusing to stakeholders

- Too many categories?

- Collected information is not complete



THANK YOU FOR YOU ATTENTION!
Questions?

Marija Galiot, Senior Advisor

Municipality of Konavle

Contact: marija.galiot@opcinakonavle.hr

www.opcinakonavle.hr

mailto:marija.galiot@opcinakonavle.hr
http://www.opcinakonavle.hr/

